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Abstract
Introduction To inform future pandemic planning and disaster response, we aimed to
review the literature on the health sector response to the influenza A (H1N1) 2009
pandemic in New Zealand in 2009.
Methods We searched PubMed and Google Scholar along with the websites of
government agencies for the period 1 April 2009 to 20 May 2012.
Results In 2009, 18% of the New Zealand population had evidence of infection from
the pandemic strain, 1122 people were hospitalised (with pandemic influenza as the
primary diagnosis), 102 of those hospitalised were treated in intensive care units
(ICU), and there were an estimated 49 pandemic-attributed deaths. At the severe end
of the disease spectrum (ICU admissions and mortality), the health burden was
significantly worse for Māori and Pacific peoples.
The available evidence (including various estimates of low case-fatality risk relative
to other high income countries), is consistent with the overall response in the public
health, primary care and hospital sectors being fairly successful. Nevertheless, a
number of likely weaknesses were identified, including a relative lack of: (i) a
detailed review of the epidemiology and health sector response; (ii) sophisticated
analytic studies to identify risk factors (e.g., using case-control studies); (iii) studies
on pandemic vaccine uptake and public acceptability; and (iv) evaluation of the health
protection messages that were used in campaigns and in media releases from health
authorities.
Conclusions There appear to have been both strengths and weakness in the New
Zealand health sector’s response to the 2009 influenza pandemic. Nevertheless, it is
probably still worthwhile to address some of the omissions to inform future pandemic
and natural disaster planning and preparations.
It is important to consider the lessons from the influenza A (H1N1) 2009 pandemic
for New Zealand (NZ), given the likely occurrence of future such pandemics. These
lessons may inform how this country could further upgrade its national and local
pandemic plans and also develop its surveillance system for infectious diseases in
general (for which there is significant scope for improvement1).
Such lessons may also be relevant to other pandemic diseases such as a re-emergence
of a more infectious form of SARS or even disease associated with bioweapons, albeit
probably a very low risk for NZ.2 Finally this pandemic, although involving a virus
strain of relatively low virulence,3 can be considered a type of “natural disaster”. As
such it may provide lessons for dealing with other natural disasters and civil defence
emergencies.
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Some of these events are likely to become more prevalent with global climate change
(e.g., severe storms and flooding events).
Three years following a new influenza pandemic is a good point to reflect on the
health sector response at a country-level. This is a time when relevant local research
has often been published. Some review work to date has included an official
document that had reported and summarised selected aspects of the health burden of
the 2009 pandemic for New Zealanders.4 But the scope of this work was largely
limited to the mortality burden. Two other reviews have considered studies from the
Southern Hemisphere, but these dealt with fairly selected aspects of the NZ data.5,6
We therefore aimed to review the literature on the 2009 pandemic relating to NZ so as
to: summarise its impact; to make comparisons with the 1918 pandemic; and to detail
the strengths and weaknesses of the health sector responses (including public health,
primary care and hospitals).

Methods
We searched PubMed and Google Scholar along with the websites of government agencies (Ministry
of Health and ESR – a Crown Research Institute). The search period was from 1 April 2009 to 20 May
2012, and the search terms included “influenza” and “2009” and “Zealand”. We identified a total of 54
relevant PubMed-indexed articles and letters. We purposefully excluded from the above total the
following: case reports (n=2); international studies/reviews that contained NZ data, but with this not
being new data (n=6); research related to subsequent waves in 2010 (n=4); and research on certain
highly specialised intensive care unit (ICU) issues (n=4).
We organised the findings by first summarising the health impact of the pandemic and to provide
context, followed by a structured comparison of key parameters in 2009 along-side those relating to the
1918 pandemic. For organising the published literature we used the following headings: national
epidemiology, local epidemiology, surveillance systems, key epidemiological parameters, risk factors,
screening and self-diagnosis and response to influenza-like illness, behavioural responses and risk
communication, laboratory diagnostics and virological studies, health services response and clinical
management, and immunisation. From our interpretation of literature and the apparent gaps, we then
attempted to extract the possible strengths and weaknesses of the health sector response.

Results
Summary of the health impact—New Zealand was one of the first countries to
experience the 2009 pandemic,7 which was characterised by a short and abrupt
“epidemic curve” with evidence of moderate infectivity.8 Relative to past influenza
pandemics to reach NZ,9 10 this one involved a pandemic strain of relatively low
virulence and case-fatality risk. It was much less severe than what had been
anticipated and planned for in pandemic preparations which were relatively advanced
in the NZ setting.11 The key epidemiological features of the 2009 pandemic are
summarised in Table 1 and compared to the much more severe 1918 pandemic (which
was also the last H1N1 pandemic to affect NZ, the 1957 pandemic being H2N2, and
1968 being H3N2). Most striking was the much lower cumulative proportion dying in
the 2009 pandemic.
For the 2009 pandemic, a national serosurvey estimated that 18.3% of New
Zealanders were infected with the pandemic virus during the first wave (when
adjusting for baseline immunity from testing of stored sera from before the pandemic
and with age and ethnicity standardisation to the NZ population) (Table 1).12
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Table 1. Key epidemiological parameters and features of the 2009 influenza
pandemic in New Zealand (Wave 1) and comparison with those for the 1918
pandemic
Key parameter/
feature
Reproduction
number

2009 pandemic –
wave 1 (95%CI)
1.25
(1.07–1.47)

1918
pandemic
1.3–3.1 in a
military
setting;
1.2–1.8 in
community
settings
Estimated
between 2–4
days

Generation time
(days)

2.38 (mean result)

Cumulative
infection

18.3%

Cumulative
proportion with
symptomatic
illness
Cumulative
proportion
hospitalised
Cumulative
proportion dying

12.2%

Estimated:
33%–50%

26 per 100,000

Unknown for
NZ

(serological evidence)

Unknown for
NZ

Comment and sources
For the 2009 pandemic: based on work by Roberts and
Nishiura,15 (see Table 2 for other studies). For the 1918
pandemic: estimates in military16 and community
settings.17 The reproduction number estimates for NZ in
1918 fit within worldwide estimates of between 1.1–5.4.1821

For the 2009 pandemic there was variation in the modelled
results: “generation time is biased downwards during the
beginning of the epidemic”.15 For the 1918 pandemic,17
this was based on previous generation time modelling.22 23
For the 2009 pandemic.12 For the 1918 pandemic:
worldwide estimates suggest between 25-50% cumulative
infection.24 25
The estimate for the 2009 pandemic was for the total
population (with another 6.1% having asymptomatic
illness).8 For the 1918 pandemic this was for the total NZ
population.9
For the 2009 pandemic8 and with 10.6% of these
hospitalised cases being admitted to ICUs.4

For the 2009 pandemic.4 For the 1918 pandemic,9 but
excluding deaths of New Zealanders overseas. The casefatality risk was: around 0.005% of infected cases,8 0.01%
of symptomatic cases,8 and 0.5% (16/3179) of laboratoryconfirmed cases.27
Māori and Pacific peoples had higher rates of ICU
Ethnic gradient
Elevated for Māori
7.3 (times
for hospitalisation and Pacific peoples
higher burden
admissions than the NZ European population4 and
similarly for both populations for age-standardised
and mortality
for Māori9)
mortality (e.g., for Māori vs Others (non-Māori and nonPacific, mainly European) the rate ratio was 2.6, (95%CI:
1.3–5.3).14
Socioeconomic
Suggestive evidence
Suggestive
For the 2009 pandemic there appeared to be a deprivation
gradient
evidence
gradient for mortality (39% of the cases in the 2 most
(mortality)
deprived deciles) – but this was not adjusted for age, sex or
ethnicity.4 For the 1918 pandemic in Auckland, the
mortality rate in “poor” suburbs was higher than “well-todo” suburbs (RR=1.42; 95%CI: 1.10–1.82, p=0.004**) but
there was no age, sex or ethnicity adjustment.
Notes: * Insufficient data were generally available for similar comparisons with the other influenza
pandemics of the 20th century that reached New Zealand (though some ethnicity comparisons for the
1957 pandemic have been performed14).
** Risk ratio calculated from tabulated data in a thesis (p169).26 Other work by Rice9 indicates some
variation in mortality rates by occupational group (Table 10.2, p226), but it is difficult to interpret these
results e.g., there was no age/sex-standardisation and some denominators may have been influenced by
differential involvement by occupation in the overseas war effort (e.g., many of the country’s health
professionals were overseas). The socioeconomic analysis by Rice (Table 10.4, p233) was also
constrained (e.g., no rate calculations).
1.38 per 100,000

550 per 100,000
(European)
4230 per 100,000
(Māori)
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Children and adolescents (aged 5–19 years) had the highest total seroprevalence
(46.7% – not adjusted for pre-pandemic immunity). Prevalence was also relatively
high for Pacific peoples (49.5%) and for Māori (36.3%), compared to the “Other”
(mainly European) ethnic group (25.9%).
For the year 2009 there were an estimated 1508 hospitalisations for influenza, a fourfold increase on the number in the preceding year.4 Most of these people (n=1122)
were admitted to hospital with a primary diagnosis of “pandemic influenza A (H1N1)
2009”. Of these admissions, 102 occurred to ICUs. These ICU admissions were
significantly higher for both Māori and Pacific peoples compared to European New
Zealanders.4 Other risk factors identified for ICU admission included: pregnancy,
body mass index >35, and having pre-existing asthma or another chronic pulmonary
disease.13
An official Mortality Review Group reported that there were 49 deaths due to H1N1
infection in 2009.4 Significantly elevated age-standardised mortality rates for both
Māori and Pacific peoples were apparent.14 There was also some evidence of a
socioeconomic gradient with 39% of those dying having an area deprivation score of
either 9 or 10 (the most deprived two deciles), compared with the expected 20% of the
population. Of those dying, 86% had at least one comorbid or associated condition
e.g., obesity (74%), morbid obesity (56%) and respiratory disease (49%).
In addition to the above summarised data, many additional aspects of the pandemic
and the health sector response have been considered in other studies (Table 2).
Table 2. Published work on to the 2009 pandemic in New Zealand (to 20 May
2012)*
Topic area
National epidemiology
Local epidemiology
Surveillance systems

Key epidemiological
parameters

Risk factors

Screening and selfdiagnosis and response
to influenza-like illness

Aspects covered
A detailed initial description of the epidemiology in NZ was published in August 200927 (with
this information subsequently compared to that of other Southern Hemisphere countries7).
These studies included one for South Auckland using a capture-recapture method,28 and studies
of hospitalisations at Hutt Hospital29 and for the Wellington region.30
The surveillance systems used in NZ for the pandemic were described in 200927 31 along with the
potential for more innovative approaches (e.g., “Google flu trends”32) and summarised as part of
a wider surveillance review.1
The reproduction number of the new pandemic was calculated in several analyses33 15 34-36 with
additional commentaries.37 38 The NZ data has also been used to suggest the utility of a
forecasting system that could be used in real time at the early stages of a pandemic.39
Specific data on transmission risk came from an airline setting40 and a tour group study.41 Other
epidemiological studies (see above) provided further information e.g., on estimating the
community burden and the case-fatality risk. An international study included a focus on age
distribution data from NZ.42
Several of the epidemiological and ICU studies detailed elsewhere in this Table included risk
factor data (i.e., relating to age, ethnicity, obesity and chronic conditions). In addition, two other
studies considered pregnancy as a risk factor (including the increased risk for Māori and Pacific
women who were pregnant).43 44
A study of screening at the border (Auckland airport), suggested a very low sensitivity of this
intervention at 5.8% (95%CI: 2.3%–14.0%).45 However the screening system used was a
relatively passive one that relied on self-identification of symptoms by the in-coming travellers.
Another study investigated self-diagnosis behaviour and found that those who thought they had
been infected with H1N1 in 2009 were no more likely to be seropositive than those who did
not.46
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Topic area
Behavioural responses
and risk
communication

Laboratory diagnostics
and virological studies
Health services
response and clinical
management

Immunisation

Aspects covered
A study in mid-2010 involved eight focus groups (including Māori, Pacific peoples, parents of
children, and vulnerable people with chronic conditions).47 This work identified a range of issues
around risk perception, risk communication, response to pandemic-specific health messages, and
community-level approaches. One conclusion was “the problem with a ‘one size fits all’
pandemic warning strategy that risks antagonising and distancing communities and thereby
reducing trust in agencies and the likelihood that advice will be followed.”
Hand hygiene behaviours of the public were studied in a hospital entrance setting,48-50 along with
respiratory hygiene behaviours in a range of public places (with low use of the recommended
behaviours).51
Diagnostic methods were studied52-54 along with studies around the sensitivity of the pandemic
strain to oseltamivir.55 56
Health professional bodies provided guidelines,57 opinion leaders provided advice,58 59 and a
review on pandemic-related psychological issues was published.60 A study described how “a
range of Canterbury agencies worked together in a coordinated health-led response” and how the
response meant that “health care services were not overwhelmed”.61 The key lesson was “the
importance of preparing and working together across the sector”. Other work reported on the
response of nurses in a community mental health residential facility62 and how a hospital
managed diagnosis and care of healthcare workers at risk of H1N1 infection.63
The experience for ICUs and data on admissions was particularly well studied, often in
combination with Australian ICU data.13 64-67 Even the paediatric ICU68 was covered. Some work
focused on the use of extracorporeal membrane oxygenation in treatment.69-71
The effectiveness of the 2009 seasonal influenza vaccine against the pandemic strain was
studied.72 Adverse events following use of the trivalent influenza vaccine in children have also
been investigated.73

Discussion
Probable strengths of the health sector response
The NZ health sector appeared to invest considerable effort on initial containment
measures with case identification, isolation, contact tracing and the provision of
antivirals. There is no strong evidence that such measures may have slowed the initial
spread. Nevertheless, one argument was that “the considerable interval without
reported cases during May (before the epidemic accelerated in June) provides some
suggestive evidence for the success of the containment measures”.27 However, it is
possible that this apparent lack of cases simply reflected the difficulty detecting
spread of the pandemic virus during the early establishment stages, as was observed in
parts of Australia.74
Further work could compare the time scales for NZ with other OECD countries and in
the context of the relatively low reproduction number of this pandemic strain.15
Nevertheless, the vigorous public health response was probably justified on
precautionary grounds given that little was known about the new pandemic strain at
the time. In addition, the relatively intensive response provided valuable experience in
demonstrating that such a response is highly demanding in terms of human resources
and requirements for antivirals.
Health agencies such as the Ministry of Health appeared to be extremely active in
providing information to the public, sometimes with multiple media releases per day
and having detailed website information. Regional health agencies were also active
with their own campaigns and website information.61
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The impact of the public health messages and information is not clear, but these could
have facilitated the generally helpful response (from a public health perspective) of
ongoing media coverage of the pandemic. There was also some evidence that New
Zealanders responded to infection control messages with primary care consultations
being reportedly down for other illnesses during the pandemic in Canterbury.61 There
was also some limited evidence that hand hygiene practices improved during the
pandemic period,50 even though observed respiratory hygiene was fairly poor during
the pandemic.51
The Mortality Review Group noted the “considerable logistical challenge for
laboratories and primary and secondary health services.”4 Yet despite this limitation,
there are various indications that the health sector performed fairly well, at least
relatively to other countries:
•

Firstly, the overall extremely low case-fatality risk (CFR) at 0.005% for all
infected cases in NZ,8 was less than the 0.01% estimated in a systematic
review for high-income countries.75

•

Secondly, the CFR for symptomatic cases in NZ was lowest for both groups of
0-17 year olds and 18-64 year olds) or second lowest (0-17 year olds) in a six
study comparison (including Denmark, Netherlands, UK and USA [n=2
studies]; albeit with some overlapping confidence intervals).76

•

Thirdly, the CFR for laboratory-confirmed cases was only 0.5% (Table 1),
which compares to that of 1.1% (95% CI: 0.0-3.0%) from a systematic review
(using 33 reports from high-income countries).75 This NZ result was also
second lowest in a review of studies in Southern Hemisphere countries.5

•

Fourthly, the CFR for those admitted to hospital and to ICUs was relatively
low and also (for ICU admissions), the same as in Australia i.e., 16% (16/101)
compared to 16% (105/643) for Australia (Personal communication, Lisa
Higgins, Australian and New Zealand Intensive Care [ANZIC] Research
Centre, Australia). These proportions were both lower than those for
California at 25%.77

There were also signs of effective management in the NZ setting whereby hospital
work loads were re-organised to ensure capacity was maintained (e.g., postponing
elective surgery). Indeed, this was seen with Australasian-wide reductions in
admissions to ICUs associated with elective surgery during 2009.66 Clinicians also
actively explored intensive treatment options e.g. in the use of extracorporeal
membrane oxygenation (Table 2).
The health sector also appeared to work successfully to ensure that appropriate
vaccines were made available prior to winter 2010. Initially a monovalent vaccine to
provide protection against pandemic A (H1N1) 2009 was supplied, though this had
low uptake,78 and shortly became redundant with the availability of trivalent
vaccines.79 The latter provided additional protection against seasonal influenza A
(H3N2) and influenza B in addition to pandemic A (H1N1) 2009.
These vaccines appear to have reasonable public acceptability and their introduction
attracted little adverse media publicity in NZ. This situation is noteworthy for several
reasons. Firstly, the pandemic strain had relatively low virulence. Secondly, the
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vaccination programme had some remarkable features, including administration to
pregnant women and children (with targeting based on ethnicity and residence in
deprived areas). Use of one of these trivalent vaccines (Fluvax) was also associated
with highly publicised adverse events in Australia (an increase in reported febrile
convulsions in Western Australia).80
Subsequent research in NZ indicated a significantly higher frequency of fever
following administration of Fluvax(® CSL Biotherapies) compared with Vaxigrip(®
Sanofi Pasteur).73

Probable weaknesses in the responses
No overall review of the response—As of June 2012, there had been no detailed
review of the epidemiology and health sector response to the 2009 pandemic in NZ.
Any internal documents on the Ministry of Health’s review of its pandemic
performance have not been made available on its website and the national response
has not been considered in the light of review work by WHO on the international
response.3
All this information would collectively assist with pandemic plan revisions and reassessing the value of previous pandemic planning exercises (e.g., “Exercise
Cruickshank”81). Ideally this work might also have been supplemented with more
extensive research on risk factors and containment measures (see below), and relating
to populations suffering the highest burden such as Māori and Pacific peoples (i.e.,
expanding on the one qualitative study47). There could also have been a review by the
relevant parts of the Parliament such as the Health Select Committee and/or the Māori
Affairs Select Committee.
Some examples of additional issues (not discussed further below) for which some
information should ideally have been reported nationally, include: the impacts on
cancelling of elective surgery, the impacts on pharmaceutical use (antivirals and
antimicrobials), and the impacts on laboratory and hospital staff workloads.
Limited analysis of the effectiveness of border control and containment
measures—Probably the most distinctive element of NZ’s pandemic plan is a major
focus on border control and containment (“Keep it out, Stamp it out”). These
measures consumed a great deal of resources during the planning phase and the
pandemic itself (up until the switch to the mitigation phase on 22 June 2009, eight
weeks after H1N1 was first detected on 25 April). However, there has been just one
study on border control issues,45 and the impact of containment was limited to the
study of a tour group.41 Yet NZ was relatively well positioned for more detailed
studies given the extensive PCR testing of potential cases in the early stages of
pandemic spread. This applied research could potentially have informed the use of inthe-field isolation measures and anti-viral prophylaxis.
No sophisticated analytic studies on risk factors for poor outcomes—Such work
in the form of a case-control study of hospitalised cases could have substantially
improved on the risk factor data from descriptive studies. Such work was conducted
elsewhere for this pandemic e.g., in Canada82 83 and Australia.84 Furthermore, national
research funding agencies appeared to be relatively slow in making funds available
for pandemic-related research (though the Health Research Council of New Zealand
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did make useful funding available in a special funding round late in 2009, the
Influenza A (H1N1) Rapid Response Research Initiative).85
Lack of studies on pandemic vaccine uptake and acceptability—We could only
identify one qualitative study that touched on vaccination in the pandemic context.47
Yet information on public (and health professional) vaccine uptake and acceptability
could help inform future decision-making around the provision of vaccination against
pandemic influenza. One barrier to research on influenza vaccine in NZ is that
administering this vaccine is not currently recorded on the National Immunisation
Register. This appears to be an important information system deficit (albeit one that is
in the process of being amended as of early 2012).
No evaluation of the public health messages—The hygiene and other messages
used in mass media campaigns by the health sector were not formally evaluated, and
information is limited to the modest amount of data from one qualitative study.47
While some behavioural data around hygiene practices were collected,48-51 this work
was not specifically designed for campaign evaluation. Yet to appropriately inform
future health sector investment in such messages and campaigns, evaluation of
effectiveness and cost-effectiveness seems critical. Similarly, there was no research
on how the media responded and yet such work can potentially inform how the health
sector engages the media as was done for SARS in NZ.86
No economic impact assessment—Studying the economic impacts on the health
sector, education sector and economy (tourism impacts, absenteeism from school and
work) would help inform future decision-making around pandemic control. The cost
of unused monovalent pandemic vaccine and expired stockpiled antivirals could also
be documented. Some work identified the relatively high ICU costs for Australasia,
but this work did not separate out NZ data.87 NZ work, outside of the review period of
this study, has also started to consider hospital costs associated with the pandemic.88

Conclusions
The available evidence (including the low case-fatality risk relative to other
countries), is consistent with a successful overall response to the 2009 influenza
pandemic by the public health, primary care and hospital sectors. Nevertheless, we
suggest there were a range of “weaknesses”, albeit mainly omissions in the postpandemic period. It could be argued that some of these “weaknesses” might be
justified in terms of limited resources and may reflect NZ having a relatively poor
record of funding research (compared to some other OECD countries).
The pandemic was “predominantly of seasonal intensity”,89 and so could be seen as
providing a relatively weak test of NZ’s pandemic response capacity. Given the huge
potential impact of more virulent pandemics in the future, we need to learn as much as
possible from this recent experience. It is probably still worthwhile to address some of
the omissions identified in this review and consider more the lessons detailed in the
international literature.3 90 Such knowledge is important for informing future
pandemic and natural disaster planning and preparations.
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